Becoming Supernatural by Joe Dispenza (2019)
Brain Waves … change when you meditate and are believed by Dispenza to change
with intention and thereby create reality.
Chicks story … chicks imprint on first thing they see moving after birth. They were put
in a cage with a robot that moved equally all over the space. They followed the robot
wherever it went. Then chicks were removed behind a wall where they could see the
robot. The robot moved predominantly in the half of the cage nearest the chicks. Scientists think that the
intention of the chicks wanting to be by the robot affected the robot’s movement. (D. J. Dispenza, 2019)
The Science … “They found that atoms, the building blocks of everything in the physical universe, are made
up of a nucleus surrounded by a large field containing one or more electrons. This field is so large in
comparison with the tiny electrons that it appears to be 99. 999999999999 percent empty space. But as you
just read, the space isn’t actually empty; it’s made up of a vast array of energetic frequencies that make up an
invisible, interconnected field of information.” (D. J. Dispenza, 2019, p. 63)
The Results … In 2016 in Tacoma Washington, 117 workshop participants had electroencephalograms
measured to detect two changes in brain function before and after the workshop. The first was how long it
took to achieve a meditative state, defined by the ability to maintain an alpha brain-wave state for at least 15
seconds. This rose 18%. The second was the ratio between delta brain waves (usually associated with deeper
levels of the subconscious mind) and high-range beta brain waves (usually associated with high levels of
stress). Participants lowered high-range beta brain waves by an average of 124% and increased their delta
brain waves by an average of 149%. This is a decrease in high-range beta brain waves relative to delta waves
of 62%.
“The Latest research, however, also suggests the right hemisphere processes cognitive novelty and the left
hemisphere processes cognitive routine. This means that when we learn new things, the right hemisphere is
more active, and when new learnings become routine, they’re then stored in the left hemisphere.
The majority of people operate from the left hemisphere of their brain because they’re hardwired into
automatic habits and programs they’ve memorized. This is why language is stored in the left hemisphere–it’s
routine. You can think about the right hemisphere as the territory of the unknown and the left hemisphere as
the territory of the known. It makes sense, then, that the right hemisphere would be romantic, creative, and
nonlinear, while the left hemisphere would be methodical, logical, and structured. We’ve actually seen this
dual processing occurring while watching our students’ brain scans in real time.” (D. J. Dispenza, 2019, pp.
193-194)
You Are the Placebo: Making Your Mind Matter by (J. Dispenza & Boyce, 2016)
Belief … A placebo is a medicine or technique that is thought to have the power to heal. It
is often used in medical trials where one group is given a ‘sugar pill’ with no power to heal
and the other group is given real medicine. Years ago, this method was thought to show
whether or not the medicine in question had the power to heal or not. Today we are finding
that the human being can often be healed when she or he believes that somehow a powerful
treatment has taken place. In this book, Dr. Joe Dispenza relates many stories of patients that healed
themselves solely with the belief that they would get well. In essence, the patients were, themselves, the
placebo.
The Process … Through the process of meditation, these people have firmed up a belief that the human body
and the more universal patterns of nature, for that matter, tend toward wholeness and health. Basically, Joe
urges that you face this question of belief with firm intent, then practice a declaration of your intent as a
rigorous habit through meditation.

Mastering the Art of Observation by (J. Dispenza, Knight, & Encephalon, 2005)
Neural Plasticity … “We humans have the largest frontal lobe of all species. To hold a
thought in our mind for an extended period of time stimulates the frontal lobe to become
more active. Once the frontal lobe is triggered, we have a brain that is more able to focus
without distractions; our internal world comes alive, and it becomes more ‘real’ than our outer reality. In short,
the frontal lobe allows us to make thought more real than anything else. When this occurs, we are interacting
with the greater intelligence that creates and sustains all things. We are now more mind than body. Our brain
and body respond more to our thoughts than to our external environment. No longer do the constant stimuli of
the external environment dictate our thoughts, producing the same, predictable, routine world. Instead of being
‘at effect’ of our environment, we are now ‘at cause’ in creating a new reality.” (D. J. Dispenza, 2019, p. 69; J.
Dispenza et al., 2005)
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